1979 ford pickup trucks

Iconic American car manufacturer Ford made many changes to F-Series pickup trucks made
from through -- check out the most remarkable highlights here. Ford changed the sheet metal
used to build the F-Series redesign, but not so much that buyers wouldn't recognize the pickup.
Sales were climbing, and Ford sure didn't want to lose momentum by introducing a totally
different look. Hood design was altered somewhat and a full inner structure was added -- both
changes which helped reduce hood shake and vibration. Galvanized inner front fender aprons
and zinc coating with rust-resistant primer helped prevent rust. Inner bed and wheel wells were
now stamped to minimize seams and provided rounded corners and sides to floor contours,
which made for easier cleaning. The trucks' former flat door glass became curved. Rear glass
expanded by about a third and was tilted forward to reduce rear view mirror reflections during
night driving. Intermittent wipers were offered as an option in Ford moved the F-Series fuel tank
from behind the seat to under the bed, enhancing safety and providing storage behind the seat.
Air conditioner vents were integrated into the dash, and the blower was moved to the engine
compartment. The result: less noise in the cab and space for a much larger glove box. F-Series
rear wheel track was widened by 4 inches to match the trucks' front track, resulting in more
stable handling. Two-wheel drive trucks were fitted with standard front disc brakes. In , Ford
made the cu. V-8 available in two-wheel drive trucks except California. The cu. Mid-year,
full-time 4WD became available on trucks outfitted with the cu. V-8 and a Cruise-O-Matic
transmission. In June of '74, Ford introduced the SuperCab truck, with either center-facing jump
seats or a forward-facing bench -- both types flipped up to increase cargo space when
passengers weren't onboard there were no rear doors on the truck. The SuperCab was only
offered in two-wheel drive trucks with a cu. V-8 and either a 3-speed manual or Cruise-O-Matic
transmission. Catalytic converters were standard on all F trucks, and unleaded gas was a must.
The F pickup was introduced in as a heavier duty version of the F, with stronger front and rear
axles and heavy rate springs. Fs all had power brakes but were not fitted with catalytic
converters. All Fs were two-wheel drive trucks, but available as either a regular cab or SuperCab
body. Engine choices were the cu. Front disc brakes became available on four-wheel drive
trucks as well. Power steering changed from an external assist setup to an internal inbox
design. Ford offered the F Special in -- a pickup with the Fs heavier axles and suspension. Ford
made no F-Series body changes in but updated trim, moldings and badging. V-8s were replaced
with cu. Ford also marketed the Free Wheelin' truck in Its unique look came from rainbow side
tape stripes, a black front push bar with space for fog lights, a blacked out grille, black tailgate
lettering with orange accents, black door panels with silver and red trim and black, silver and
red seat trim. Other F-Series updates included:. Although body panels remained the same, the
appearance of the '78 F-series was a sizable departure from other trucks in this generation. The
grille became larger, with an egg crate design. It was surrounded by large, polished trim
encasing turn signals and the rectangular headlights and signals. A contoured bumper
completed the new look. Base model Custom pickup trucks still had round headlights with
additional trim filling in the spaces around the lights. More changes to F-Series trucks:. This
model year saw the addition of catalytic converters to all F pickup trucks. Power steering
became an option on 4X4 Fs. Other changes in were minor and involved cosmetics. Table of
Contents Expand. Dale Wickell. Dale Wickell is an automotive expert who has worked in the
industry for more than four decades. Updated January 03, Marred by a second oil crisis and
rising fuel costs that plunged the nation into a significant recession, fuel efficiency and
gas-guzzling vehicles once again fell out of favor. Fortunately, the end of the s was also the end
of the sixth-generation F-Series; a smaller, cleaner, redesigned Ford truck was ready to lead the
way through the s. Until then, the updated styling cues from would keep the F-Series in the top
sales position for pickup trucks. Over time, would become a favorite year for classic Ford truck
enthusiasts thanks to its aggressive 's styling, and its basic, pre-electronic powertrain that was
easy to repair and modify. With an all-new truck poised to launch for the F F model year,
updates to were minimal. All F-Series trucks and trim levels received the rectangular headlights
to go with the redesigned grille from If you opted for the chrome grille, you also got bright
chrome headlight surrounds. The Lariat trim returned, but a new factory CB radio option made
the available equipment for the F-Series trucks that much sweeter. This is a video you just have
to see! Watch and be amazed at just how immaculate this 79 F is! The Free Wheeling package
returned for , offering a variety of colorful exterior and interior treatments combined with
aluminum or painted wheels, blackout trim, and items such as push bars and roll bars. Trim
levels carried over unchanged from the minor shakeup in - Custom remained the entry-level
truck, followed by Ranger, Ranger XLT, and top-of-the-line Ranger Lariat. Regular and SuperCab
versions were available in all four model offerings, including the F, F, F and F Crew Cabs were
offered in the F and F More of the same describes the engine and transmission combos for
Standard power came from the cubic-inch inline six cylinder, powering everything short of the F

SuperCab, which used the V Three-speed manuals were still the standard box, though by this
time most trucks used either the four-speed manual which was standard on the F or the
three-speed automatic. Power levels were still rather abysmal, but changes were on the horizon
with the redesigned seventh-generation trucks. Several issues relating to the wheels,
suspension, and transmission prompted numerous recalls for the model year. The largest recall
ID 79V affected 82, vehicles and addressed a faulty brake push-rod that could disengage from
the brake pedal. Recall ID 79V addressed faulty steering knuckles on 62, units. Substandard
welds on wheels actually resulted in two recalls IDs 79V and 79V , while two other recalls IDs
78V and 78V fixed problems with engaging park on the three-speed automatic. Iconic American
car manufacturer Ford made many changes to F-Series pickup trucks made from through -check out the most remarkable highlights here. Ford changed the sheet metal used to build the
F-Series redesign, but not so much that buyers wouldn't recognize the pickup. Sales were
climbing, and Ford sure didn't want to lose momentum by introducing a totally different look.
Hood design was altered somewhat and a full inner structure was added -- both changes which
helped reduce hood shake and vibration. Galvanized inner front fender aprons and zinc coating
with rust-resistant primer helped prevent rust. Inner bed and wheel wells were now stamped to
minimize seams and provided rounded corners and sides to floor contours, which made for
easier cleaning. The trucks' former flat door glass became curved. Rear glass expanded by
about a third and was tilted forward to reduce rear view mirror reflections during night driving.
Intermittent wipers were offered as an option in Ford moved the F-Series fuel tank from behind
the seat to under the bed, enhancing safety and providing storage behind the seat. Air
conditioner vents were integrated into the dash, and the blower was moved to the engine
compartment. The result: less noise in the cab and space for a much larger glove box. F-Series
rear wheel track was widened by 4 inches to match the trucks' front track, resulting in more
stable handling. Two-wheel drive trucks were fitted with standard front disc brakes. In , Ford
made the cu. V-8 available in two-wheel drive trucks except California. The cu. Mid-year,
full-time 4WD became available on trucks outfitted with the cu. V-8 and a Cruise-O-Matic
transmission. In June of '74, Ford introduced the SuperCab truck, with either center-facing jump
seats or a forward-facing bench -- both types flipped up to increase cargo space when
passengers weren't onboard there were no rear doors on the truck. The SuperCab was only
offered in two-wheel drive trucks with a cu. V-8 and either a 3-speed manual or Cruise-O-Matic
transmission. Catalytic converters were standard on all F trucks, and unleaded gas was a must.
The F pickup was introduced in as a heavier duty version of the F, with stronger front and rear
axles and heavy rate springs. Fs all had power brakes but were not fitted with catalytic
converters. All Fs were two-wheel drive trucks, but available as either a regular cab or SuperCab
body. Engine choices were the cu. Front disc brakes became available on four-wheel drive
trucks as well. Power steering changed from an external assist setup to an internal inbox
design. Ford offered the F Special in -- a pickup with the Fs heavier axles and suspension. Ford
made no F-Series body changes in but updated trim, moldings and badging. V-8s were replaced
with cu. Ford also marketed the Free Wheelin' truck in Its unique look came from rainbow side
tape stripes, a black front push bar with space for fog lights, a blacked out grille, black tailgate
lettering with orange accents, black door panels with silver and red trim and black, silver and
red seat trim. Other F-Series updates included:. Although body panels remained the same, the
appearance of the '78 F-series was a sizable departure from other trucks in this generation. The
grille became larger, with an egg crate design. It was surrounded by large, polished trim
encasing turn signals and the rectangular headlights and signals. A contoured bumper
completed the new look. Base model Custom pickup trucks still had round headlights with
additional trim filling in the spaces around the lights. More changes to F-Series trucks:. This
model year saw the addition of catalytic converters to all F pickup trucks. Power steering
became an option on 4X4 Fs. Other changes in were minor and involved cosmetics. Table of
Contents Expand. Dale Wickell. Dale Wickell is an automotive expert who has worked in the
industry for more than four decades. Updated January 03, Set an alert to be notified of new
listings. Now showing page 1 of 3. Browse Category. Search Tools. Set an Alert? Dealership
Showcased. This truck is for the bold! Runs great. Fun ride. Good shape. I bought this
Worldwide Vintage Autos is one of the largest classic automobile consignment dealerships in
the wor This Ford Ranger Camper Special is powered by its original ci 4-cylinder engine backed
by a Auction Vehicle. This is a very solid Ford F pickup in from the midwest. Truck has mostly
original paint, n This means our prices are Non-Neg Collectors Dream Cars proudly presents
Refine Search? Also be sure to view results in. Power comes from a recently tuned 5.
Thefactory red cloth interior and white top are original, and the car was garage-kept under
previous ownership. This third-generation GT was acquired by the seller in andis offered with
the owner's manual, service records, and a clear Florida title. This Plymouth Prowler is a

one-owner, 33k-mileexample finished in Prowler orange pearl coat and accompanied by a
matching trailer. Power is provided by a 3. Interior features include Agateleather and Kenwood
speakers,and new staggered-width Continental tires are found at all four corners. OEM covers
for the car and trailer, an OBD meter, miscellaneous parts, a battery tender, and more are
included. One of approximately 3, produced in , this roadster is offered with 20 years of service
records and a clear Florida title in the seller's name. This Chevrolet Corvette convertible 50th
Anniversary Edition has just under 29k actual miles and is powered by an LS1 5. Finished in
Anniversary EditionRed with a tan cloth soft top over a shale leather interior, the car was
originally sold in New Jersey and later resided in both Maryland and Pennsylvania before being
relocated to Florida beginning in Equipment includes an electronic driver information center,
head-up display, and independent suspension with active handling. This Dodge Stealth
hatchback is one of produced in Kutani Red for the model year, and it is a one-owner original
car showing only 38k miles. It is finished in Kutani Red over a charcoal leather interior and is
powered by a 3. Sign up for our daily newsletter. Get Newsletter. Get our app. Help Center.
About ClassicCars. Contact Us. Our Sponsors. Business Advertisers. Career Opportunities.
Read The Journal. Privacy Policy. All other trademarks are the property of their respective
owners. Our Awards x. This prestigious accolade represents the continued growth of the
company, and ClassicCars. The Stevie Awards, the world's premier business awards
recognized ClassicCars. In The Journal, brought to you by ClassicCars. Set an alert to be
notified of new listings. Now showing page 1 of Browse Category. Search Tools. Set an Alert?
Gateway Classic Cars of Houston is proud to offer one sweet custom Ford pickup. This is one
co New tires, used for pa Dealership Showcased. This one might look like it is fresh from the
field, but with only 5, miles on it since completi Auction Vehicle. Just arrived the second time
around. This truck will Finished in Dark Green paint with a nice patina to it accented by a cl One
of the things we like most about the recent "rat rod" phenomenon is that you never know what
to No title. Sold with a Bill of Sale only. With only miles since completing its frame-off
restoration, this Ford pickup has been tran Refine Search? Also be sure to view results in.
Power comes from a recently tuned 5. Thefactory red cloth interior and white top are original,
and the car was garage-kept under previous ownership. This third-generation GT was acquired
by the seller in andis offered with the owner's manual, service records, and a clear Florida title.
This Plymouth Prowler is a one-owner, 33k-mileexample finished in Prowler orange pearl coat
and accompanied by a matching trailer. Power is provided by a 3. Interior features include
Agateleather and Kenwood speakers,and new staggered-width Continental tires are found at all
four corners. OEM covers for the car and trailer, an OBD meter, miscellaneous parts, a battery
tender, and more are included. One of approximately 3, produced in , this roadster is offered
with 20 years of service records and a clear Florida title in the seller's name. This Chevrolet
Corvette convertible 50th Anniversary Edition has just under 29k actual miles and is powered by
an LS1 5. Finished in Anniversary EditionRed with a tan cloth soft top over a shale leather
interior, the car was originally sold in New Jersey and later resided in both Maryland and
Pennsylvania before being relocated to Florida beginning in Equipment includes an electronic
driver information center, head-up display, and independent suspension with active handling.
This Dodge Stealth hatchback is one of produced in Kutani Red for the model year, and it is a
one-owner original car showing only 38k miles. It is finished in Kutani Red over a charcoal
leather interior and is powered by a 3. Sign up for our daily newsletter. Get Newsletter. Get our
app. Help Center. About ClassicCars. Contact Us. Our Sponsors. Business Advertisers. Career
Opportunities. Read The Journal. Privacy Policy. All other trademarks are the property of their
respective owners. Our Awards x. This prestigious accolade represents the continued growth of
the company, and ClassicCars. The Stevie Awards, the world's premier business awards
recognized ClassicCars. In The Journal, brought to you by ClassicCars. Good thing that factory
air Perhaps you noticed that big old pickups are suddenly very popular. Trucks like this Ford F
extended cab pickup are not only unusual, but they're useful as well. Combined with a long list
of options and very nicely finished Not quite a full-fledged collectable, it nonetheless remains a
stylish, handsome truck in great colors that can still earn its The classic 4x4 that looks cool, has
a ton of originality, and plenty of versatility. That's what this Ford F 4x4 has to offer. You just
don't see trucks like this anymore. Classic looks meet massive big block power on this Ford F
Ranger XLT to create an attractive vintage pickup at one of the most affordable prices around.
The Ranger XLT package was created to showcase a very stylish pickup. This is a classic 4x4
for true truck people. So look over the features on this one, because if you love trucks, this one
will Bi Truck has 52, original miles on it, however has C6 built trans, and engine hot rod work
done at about 50, miles. Could be taken back to stock It's a f custom single cab, automatic,
carburetor 5. New t Trucks like this Ford F extended cab pickup are not only unusual, but theyre
useful as well. Combined with a long Not quite a full-fledged collectable, it nonetheless remains

a stylish, handsome truck Thats what this Ford F 4x4 has to offer. So look over the features on
this one, because Lifted Ford F for sale. All panels are ford NOS, no aftermarket. Inner fenders
have COM with 4. Check us out today to see why! The Ford Ranchero is a coupe utility that was
produced by Ford between Sort By. Date recent Price highest first Price lowest first. Sort by
Date recent Price highest first Price lowest first. On page 20 40 Plymouth, MI. Lithia Springs,
GA. Concord, NC. Cadillac, MI. Calabasas, CA. Ingleside, Il, IL. Other Ford Models. Old pickup
trucks are cool. Modern technology makes them better. At least that is the message sent out by
the Sweet Brothers Restomods. They craftily combined a Ford F pickup truck and a Ford Raptor
to prove their point. So, in essence, a Ford Raptor does exist, sort of. The age-old automotive
question is, are classic cars better, or are the newer cars better? That question has sparked
debates for what seems like forever. The truth is, however, that they are both good, but for
different reasons. Classic car designs spark nostalgia and make people good. Newer vehicles
have more technology and improved reliability. This conundrum is what the Sweet Brothers
addressed with their newest creation. Old pickup trucks from the ss have seen a resurgence as
of late. Many people are buying them and restoring them, which is driving their values up. But,
not everybody wants to restore them. Many people want a newer powerplant and do engine
swaps. The Sweet Brothers Restomods went in a different direction. In a nod of respect to the
older design, they took the body off an old Ford F and transplanted on something newer,
something more powerful, something tested and tried. The old body went on over a Ford Raptor
chassis and mechanicals. It took a lot of gentle persuasion to accomplish the swap. The engine,
transmission, and even the interior of the underlying Raptor were retained in the project. But,
the cab of the old pickup had to be stretched four inches in order for everything to fit right. It is
a stretch that only a trained eye can catch. Yet, the room is noticeable inside, for which taller
people are grateful for. A walk around the completed pickup truck reveals that much of the
modern Ford Raptor still exists. Not only were the heated and cooled leather-covered seats
transferred, but so was navigation, back-up camera, satellite radio, cipher lock on the door, and
the key lock for the spare tire. Even the front camera from the Raptor was retained for rock
crawling duties. The factory 6. The tweak gives means that the powerplant has horsepower. The
engine modification means that the truck is a bit squirrely. It has so much power that it is hard
to keep the vehicle planted on the road. Overall, the execution of the project appears excellent.
The incorporation of the newer Ford Raptor mechanicals with the old pickup body seems
flawless. The only thing that stands out is that there are some mild fender flared added to the
four corners. The Ford Raptor was not around in However, this modernized Ford F Raptor does
exist. Rest assured that no pickup truck from will likely ever prove to be as capable as this one
with the Raptor DNA. The truck is for sale. No indication is available of how many will be made.
Any interested parties will need to reach out to Sweet Brothers Restomods for pricing
information. The age-old question Ford F Raptor Ford Motor Company The age-old automotive
question is, are classic cars better, or are the newer cars better? Increase the search radius for
more results. Based on the radius, a new location list is generated for you to choose from. All
rights reserved. Kilometers to. Finance new cars only. Price Excludes Taxes : to. Year from.
Year to. More Filtering Options. Price -. Year: -. Transmission: Automatic Manual Other.
Kilometers: -. For Sale By: Owner Dealer. Update Cancel. Use Distance Search to find Ads
based on where you are and how far you want to travel. Sign Up. Kijiji Alerts. The easier way to
find your perfect car Kijiji Autos. Sort by Posted: oldest first Posted: newest first Price: lowest
first Price: highest first Kilometres: lowest first Kilometres: highest first. Notify me when new
ads are posted. For sale by: All. Red Deer. Truck has rust has what I was told is a rebuilt , but I
have no proof, engine is painted, runs drives had plans for it but plans changed, would be good
parts donor truck cab I rusty frame looks fine obo Np BBF 4 SPEED F 1, km. Grande Prairie
Yesterday. New starter, muffler. Small winch on the front, manual picker and steel box sides on
the back. Automatic 12, km. Great project truck. Custom cab explorer. Box storage bin. Dual
tanks and transfer works. Brown body, cream cab. Bench seat. Body and engine needs work.
Tires are in good shap and still lots of life. Manual 4 on the floor. Grill insert is cracked. Lights
all work. Dick Cepek rims. Procomp extreme 2 tires. Still drives but needs some love. Body is in
a bit harder shape than the photos. I will add more recent ones or send more upon request.
Willing trade for a quad or side x Manual 45, km. Please Contact. Wanted: Wanted: Ford F
Please read carefully! I am looking to buy this truck, not selling it. Looking for a Ford F, I don't
care if it's pretty or even if it runs. Let's see what you got 1, km. Selling a frame and box from a
F Frame is boxed over top of front axle. Bed is in really good shape but the wheel wells need
work. Comes with transmission and married transfer case for for Ford FE ci. Selling my antique
car. Good condition inside and out. Not perfect. Runs well , needs tuned once in awhile. Only
70, kms. A new carburetor was installed in the beginning of The one picture is of the original bill
of sale which is still with the car. Engine is Windsor. Any more questions call or text Automatic

70, km. Best offer Manual 20, km. This truck is awesome! New rear leafs and shackles. New rear
drum brakes and axle seals. New ignition system. New upholstered seat. Entire truck is line-x
sprayed. Custom rear flatbed deck with led lights all around. This is a very unique truck that is
awesome to drive. Dana 60 rear end. Too much to list. Call Jamie if interested. I have a Ford for
sale. It has a motor. I'm just selling it because I need room in my garage. It's still in good shape.
Contact Abraham at If you cant reach me, just send me a text as I often dont have service where
i work. No sunday calls and I dont need help selling. Please dont reply to the ad as I'm posting
for someone else Thanks Automatic , km. Body and paint 2 years old, new front windshield and
some new chrome, 6 pieces lower, box panel and cab corners have been replaced by a
professional welder. I bought truck from original owner he had bought it brand new in the
states. Have had the truck for 8 years and selling due to health. Truck need minor finishing.
Automatic , km. Plow truck tool truck. Have a late 70s ford plow truck used with hydraulic blade
for up down action. Turns left to right manually with mechanics box. Tires have lot of grip just
weather checked motor should be around 10, miles bought it as a rebuilt use it every snow fall
to clear 4 acres per run. Looking for May consider as partial trade on older Harley. Shovel head
pan head. Had the truck 10 years no issues just some welding. I have for sale a F It has a big
block v8 paired with an automatic transmission. It has roughly ,kms. Interior is orange and
exterior is white raptor guard. Recently has new front springs and rear shocks need to be
installed. The motor runs good, I would suggest not driving it in the winter without serious
weight in the back, it does NOT like driving in the snow It is 2wd. At least with the tires that are
currently on it. It has new floorboards and a flat deck installed Comes with gal tank Runs and
drives. I am selling on behalf of my grandpa. He has an old phone so make sure to call. Located
in vegreville, serious inquiries only thanks, text Jake at ! In search of a front and rear bumper
for my f Also west coast style mirrors. Call or text if you have any useful parts , km. Runs and
drives great, everything original. Only serious. Run
1995 mustang tail lights
2002 mitsubishi lancer starter location
97 ford explorer tail light
s great. Drives good. New brake master cyl. And lines. Pto and a hoist frame. All works Manual
99, km. Rebuilt in Has a stroked to cu , hamton blower. Ford 9" posi and many more extras
added Have a lot into it and im asking 50 obo Automatic 2, km. Wanted: looking for 76 - 79 Ford
4x4 Pickup. Wanted: Wanted ford bronco. Looking for ford bronco and parts bronco any
condition no mater if it runs or not has rust or not weather in Saskatchewan Alberta BC we will
pick up price based on condition. Wanted: Wanted ford Bronco. Looking for ford bronco, also
looking for parts bronco rust, running or not any conditions message me and send pics and
location Alberta, BC, Sask we can pic up price based on condition km. Within a weekend this
truck could be ready for the mud bogs, checking fences or your next trip out hunting. Carb
needs gasket and cleaning. One tire will need a tube installed. No box, was going to fab up a
short flat deck with gin pole set up. Thanks for looking! Manual , km. Page: 1.

